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ENERGY PLANNING - A TOOL FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
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Abstract

Working with energy and environment policy development in industry and local
communities proves the importance of a systematic approach to management and
handling of technology- and economical issues for a successful outcome.

Raising awareness and competence is one the most important ways to fight poverty and
raise prosperity.

The industrial sectors need to improve their capacity to increase the cost efficiency and to
meet the future competition from other countries and other domestic competitors, and the
municipalities have to be more service-minded and efficient in their efforts to develop an
agenda for delivering cost efficient services to the public sector.

Lessons learned show that a comprehensive information service has to be set up for
keeping all partners involved updated and informed about the progress of the different
steps in the policy scheme. Information can be delivered on different levels depending
of the partner status. Normally information meeting has to be arranged during the project
execution and supplied with flyers with basic information concerning the progress,
investment and expected results.

ENERGETSKO PLANIRANJE- SREDSTVO ODRŽIVOG ENERGETSKOG
RAZVOJA

Sažetak

U radu je na primjeru razvoja energetske politike i zaštiti okoliša u industriji i lokalnim
zajednicama prikazano koliko je sustavni pristup tehnološkim i ekonomskim pitanjima
važan za njegov uspješan ishod. Podizanje svijesti i stručnosti jedan je od najznačajnijih
načina borbe protiv siromaštva i gospodarskog razvoja. Industrijski sektori moraju razvijati
svoju sposobnost postizanja ekonomske učinkovitosti kako bi odgovorili izazovima buduće
konkurencije koja dolazi kako iz drugih zemalja tako i drugih domaćih konkurenata, dok
općine moraju biti više orijentirane na usluge u svojim naporima da razviju programe
ekonomičnih usluga za javni sektor.

Iz iskustva je poznato ća je potrebno utemeljiti opsežnu informacijsku službu u cilju
pravovremenog informiranja svih partnera o tijeku realizacije pojedinih faza u ostvarivanju
zadane politike. Informacije se mogu distribuirati na različitim razinama ovisno o položaju
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partnera. Uobičajeno je da se tijekom realizacije projekata održavaju informativni sastanci
za koje se osiguravaju prigodni materijali koji sadrže osnovne informacije o realizaciji,
ulaganju i očekivanim rezultatima.

1. INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY PLANNING

Integrated energy planning has to cover a range of social economic issues in all aspects
in the industry, infrastructure, agriculture and energy sector but also in the energy market
aspects like electricity supply, renewable energy systems, biomass supply etc.

A holistic process to develop a planning scheme by integrating different macro and micro
economical sectors are linked to three main pillars which are crucial for sustainable
development, social aspects, economical - and environmental aspects.

An energy plan must have a broad vision with a clear strategy how to reach the objectives,
and in many countries environment and poverty are more important issues than savings.
The energy plan must comprise a complete value chain, which will result in the objectives
stated.
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Figure 1. Three pillars of sustainable development

2. WHAT IS AN ENERGY PLAN?

Most municipalities, regions and industrial companies usually have an energy policy plan
including business opportunities and investment scheme as a working document for
progress in energy production, energy infrastructure and in the end-use sector.

This policy must focus on management, energy efficiency, renewable energy sources,
best practice, new technology and training, including an investment framework.
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3. HOW CAN WE DEVELOP A TOOL FOR ENERGY PLANNING?

Energy policy planning includes a great number of topics and individual professions. Close
links to local- and political management is important for a successful energy planning
output.

Thus, it is important to establish a group of highly experienced individuals who would
be responsible for carrying out the work with focus on partner institutions, awareness,
individual skill upgrading, technical and economical framework for implementation of
measures.

Many data - based software programs are developed for energy planning purposes, but
lessons learned clearly indicate that individual competence on software operating and
reliable data input must be ensured before using this kind of tools.

NEPAS therefore puts emphasis on individual training and awareness issues before
implementing computer based data tools. The results achieved will be the basis for a
feasibility assessment for a long term planning policy. An example is the implementation of
the training study program for experts in industry (MEE) in many countries in Europe.

4. ECONOMICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES IN ENERGY PLANNING

An energy plan must look to human aspects, especially in the countries in transition.
Persistent poverty, the impact of globalization and wrestling with natural disasters are
items, which will influence the progress towards prosperity, although we have to stick
to the basic issues concerning sustainable development with respect to cost efficiency,
efficiency in energy production and use, increasing use of renewable energy and reducing
energy intensive processes in industry.

The core issue of an integrated energy plan would be to prepare an area-based
decentralized energy plan to meet energy needs for development of alternate energy
sources at least cost for the economy and environment.

Centralized energy planning exercises cannot give proper attention to the variations
in socioeconomic and ecological factors of a region, which influence success of any
intervention.

Decentralized energy planning is in the interest of efficient utilization of resources. The
regional planning mechanism takes in to account various resources available and energy
demand in a region. This causes that the assessment of the energy demand and supply
system, must be at a similar geographic scale.

5. INTEGRATED ENERGY PLAN

In this regard, a proper district is required as an appropriate planning site. The actions
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planned to reduce energy shortage can take various forms such as energy efficiency
through promotion and use of energy efficient stoves for cooking and water heating,
compact fluorescent bulbs replacing ordinary bulbs, energy supply expansions by use
of different bio fuels and renewable energy sources such as small hydro power plants,
wind, solar and biomass based systems. Ecological development of the region is possible
when energy needs are integrated with the environmental concerns at the local and global
levels. For this purpose an integrated planning framework is necessary.

The use of DSS (Decision Support Systems) and GIS (Geographic Information Systems)
for energy planning in developing countries is not so well established in large government
agencies; however there are a few research centers where hydrological and watershed
assessments are being studied. Apart from these, energy planning in developing
countries is not an integrated activity. Various government agencies dealing with different
resources, consider only the energy demand and the energy demand over a certain
period of years without taking into account efficiency of utilization, scope of energy
efficiency with technological improvement and exploiting renewable energy sources.
In this situation, there is a need to develop integrated energy plan taking into account
spatial variation and seasonal variation in resource availability, energy demand, etc. Apart
from these, we attempt to consider decision structure, levels of decision-making and
implementation strategies in the regional energy plan.

A survey carried out in villages in rural areas reveals that level of energy consumption
and adoption of energy efficient technologies depend on level of education of end-
users of energy, land holding and finally to some extent, on community. This endeavor
helps to identify hydro sites for electricity generation in a decentralized market, enables
assessment of wind energy, photo voltaic resources, agro-ecological zones and helps in
demarking degraded land, which allows planners to promote cultivating plants for energy
purpose in order to meet the fuel requirement of the region, mapping renewable energy
sources and sector-wise energy demand and resource demand balancing by modeling.

Energy planning endeavor involves finding a set of renewable energy sources and
technology for conversion to energy - and environmental friendly solutions so as to meet
the energy demand and environmental requirements for local environment mitigation in an
optimal manner. This optimality depends on the objective; such as to minimize the total
annual costs of energy or minimization of non local resources or maximization of system
overall efficiency. Factors, such as availability and reliability of resources in the impact
region or determined energy requirements, impose constraints on the regional energy
planning exercise. Thus, the regional energy planning turns out to be a constrained
optimization problem.

This exercise describes an optimum energy allocation based on integrated energy
planning approach and makes a satisfying energy allocation plan for the years to come.

An integrated energy plan is flexible, adaptable, ecological, and gives an optimal mix of
new renewable/conventional energy sources.

Energy availability and demand situation may be projected for various scenarios (base
case scenario, high energy intensity, transformation, and state growth scenarios in order
to get a glimpse of future patterns and assess the likely impacts of energy policies.
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6. SKILL UPGRADING-CRUCIALLYFOR SUCCESS

We have now discussed the energy planning framework and principles but to keep the
energy plan as a tool for sustainable development requires a comprehensive understanding
by persons in charge and other individuals involved in the planning phase.

Many years of implementation of energy planning tools, thought us that preparation and
skill upgrading are crucial for success.

One of the long term energy planning initiative is in progress in Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast in
Ukraine.

This initiative is based on request from the local Ukrainian authorities for a long-term impact
of energy efficiency, energy production improvement, fuel switch, energy distribution and
energy consumption issues in public and private sectors.

The scope of work will be implemented by use of best practice methods and mechanisms
and modern planning tools for comprehensive analysis and simulations of the potential for
improvement in energy sector, and for national and local priorities.

The planning scheme takes into account all parameters necessary for local planning and
appraises different energy carriers with regard to energy tariffs, environmental impact
taxes and cost issues. Due to this fact, all data gathered for simulations and analysis
must be of high quality, like energy carriers and consumption figures, industrial production
figures, meteorological data, building standard figures, water consumption, population
figures, future refurbishing etc.

Energy planning is an efficient tool for decision makers to see the overall connection
between important aspects within energy production, energy use, building construction
and issues connected to air and soil pollution.

The planning scheme will consider the existing rules and building regulations, energy
supply, energy saving potential and energy intensive industrial production, in order to
identify the best options for the renewable energy planning, heat recovery and identification
of financial sources for cost estimation and investment.

In Norway energy planning is obligatory to achieve territorial concession for energy sale
and service in the market, and is now a specific topic at universities and technical schools
for engineers and economists.

This expertise will be the basis for this project.

After the project is terminated dissemination of the results from Ivano-Frankivsk will be
published in order to give so many potential users in Ukraine the opportunity to undertake
profitable energy measures in a long term perspective in local and regional energy supply
systems.
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These plans must be linked to the national and international energy- and environmental
agreements.

The project requires multidisciplinary competence within organization and management,
energy- and environmental technology.

To achieve a reliable view of all the different aspects in the project and to ensure a
professional implementation in a proper sequence, the work will be divided into 4 working
packages.

The local partners will focus on the fieldwork while NEPAS will adapt best practice methods
and mechanisms for facilitating data gathering, analysis, simulations, and reporting.

Additionally, NEPAS will be in charge for the training program, which we consider as an
important contribution in order to use the energy plan properly and raise the awareness of
energy use.

The project started up is in August/September 2005 and the expected time to complete the
work is estimated to 3-4 years.

The proposed training program for the partners involved will be a six module study program
focusing on management, investment, energy system development, best practice and
environmental issues.

The objective is to train the key personnel in Ivano-Frankivsk and nearby settlements,
for preparation and development of the planning tool and finally operate and improve the
energy planning scheme.

The overall aim of the project is to establish an efficient energy planning tool with the
Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast, in order to facilitate the possibility for optimal solutions for energy
production, energy transport and energy use based on the most cost efficient technical/
economical combination.

In order to achieve this goal modern planning tool must be used and raising the awareness
must take place within all levels of the administration.

The NEPAS will be responsible for its own activities in providing the necessary assistance
to the Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast in order to ensure successful result, in accordance with the
signed agreement and Memorandum of Understanding (MoU).

The NEPAS will undertake monitoring and controlling of the activities with respect to the
agreed program, through quarterly reports submitted by the Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast, and
signed by the local project manager. The quarterly progress reports with cost specifications
will be the basis for remittance of payments from NEPAS.

Our local partners have to initiate establishing of a working group of experts according to
the activities and work description set out in MoU.
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The Ivano-Frankivsk project leader will participate actively in these activities providing
NEPAS with information and participating at meetings and preparation of agreements.

The Ivano-Frankivsk project leader will be responsible for the Ivano-Frankivsk State
Administration's operations and activities aimed to achieving the results indicated in the
agreement.

Table 1. The energy - and environment planning program scheme

Energy and environment
planning technology

r

Business plan development

r

Capacity and Competence
upgrading

r

Measure assessment

1
Investment

r

Implementation

r

Commissioning

r

Evaluation

r

Reporting

Policy
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7. CONCLUSION

Most municipalities, regions and industrial companies usually have an energy policy
plan including business opportunities and investment scheme as a working document
for progress in energy production, energy infrastructure and for efficiency in the end-use
sector, in order to achieve savings, efficiency, flexibility and raise the level of services.

Modern planning schemes are tools for individuals, which are employees in business
institutions and public sectors, giving them the framework and setting the agenda for
investment, implementation of reliable energy-and environmental measures, efficient
and safe operation within national HSE standards (health, security and environment) and
reporting.

To collect and process all data required for an operating energy and environmental planning
scheme a comprehensive information campaign must be undertaken in order to raise the
awareness and understanding of the different mechanisms for a successful impact.

Many institutions are compromising on these important items because of the cost issue,
but it is obvious that this investment will give a positive cash flow on long term.

Modern planning tools are today available as data based software programs. Some of
these programs are quiet complicated and require cross sector skills.

Understanding of the interconnection between costs, tariffs, profitability, financing,
technology and market issues are complex fields to handle and require highly qualified
individuals.

Based on this it is recommended to establish a study program focusing on organization
and management, economy, investment, energy and environment systems.

NEPAS has developed, together with international partner organizations, training programs
for this purpose and successfully delivered the training courses as a part of the energy
planning scheme in many countries.
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